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Abstract 
Kuwada, M.. Robustness of balanced fractional 2” factorial designs derived from simple arrays, 
Discrete Mathematics 116 (1993) 1833208. 
This is a review of the robustness of balanced fractional 2” factorial designs derived from simple 
arrays, which contains two kinds of robustness. One is the robustness of designs against incomplete 
data in the sense that, when any observations are missing, all unknown effects are still estimable in 
the model assumed. The other is based on the measure of sensitivity in the sense that a design should 
be insensitive to wild observations. 
1. Introduction 
The concept of a balanced array (B-array) was first introduced in Chakravarti [8] 
as a partially balanced array. It was later called a ‘balanced array’ in Srivastava 
[53] because of its relation to a balanced incomplete block design. A connection 
between a B-array of strength 21, size N, m constraints, 2 levels and index set 
{pi 10 < i < 21) and a balanced fractional 2” factorial (2m-BFF) design of resolution 
21+ 1 was presented by Srivastava [53] for /=2, and Yamamoto, Shirakura and 
Kuwada [65] for a positive integer 1 such that 1 d [m/2]. Here [x] denotes the largest 
integer not exceeding x. The eigenvalues of the information matrix of a 2”-BFF design 
of resolution V were obtained by Srivastava and Chopra [57]. Their results were 
extended to a 2”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1 by Yamamoto, Shirakura and 
Kuwada [66] by use of a triangular multidimensional partially balanced (TMDPB) 
association scheme and its algebra. As a generalization of the usual association 
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scheme, the concept of the MDPB association scheme was introduced by Bose and 
Srivastava [S]. 
Optimal 2”-BFF designs of resolution I’ (i.e., 1=2) and VIZ (i.e., 1= 3) were 
presented by Srivastava and/or Chopra [S-18,58,59] and Shirakura [SO, 511. More 
precise tables of Srivastava-Chopra designs were presented by Nishii and Shirakura 
[47] for 4 < m 6, and Chopra, m d 10. 
The concept of optimum designs was introduced by Kiefer [33] in statistics. 
Optimum designs under one or more optimality criteria will not normally be opti- 
mum when some observations are unavailable. The robustness of designs has been 
considered in the works by Andrews and Herzberg [3], Box and Draper [6], Brown 
[7], Daniel and Wilcoxon [20], Ghosh [24,26,27], Ghosh and Roy [29], Huber [31], 
Kuwada [40,43], Pesotchinsky [48], Steinberg [60], Vuchkov and Boyadjieva [61], 
and Wu [62]. The robustness property discussed in Ghosh [21-23,251 is different 
from the robustness in the above-mentioned works. A review of the robust design of 
experiments was given by Herzberg [30]. The robustness of 2”-BFF designs of 
resolution Vand VII in the sense of Ghosh [21-23,251 was presented by Ghosh and 
Kipngeno [28], Kuwada [37-391, and Kuwada and Matsuura [44]. 
This paper surveys the robustness of 2”-BFF designs derived from simple arrays 
(S-arrays), which are B-arrays of full strength (e.g., [Sl]). In Section 2, we consider the 
TMDPB association scheme and algebra, which will be used in Sections 3,4 and 5. As 
a generalization of the TMDPB association scheme and algebra, Section 3 gives an 
extended TMDPB (ETMDPB) association scheme and algebra. In Section 4, we 
characterize the robustness property of designs against incomplete data in the sense 
that, when any t( B 1) observations are missing, all parameters are still estimable in the 
model assumed. For t= 1, we also discuss the robustness of a 2”-BFF design of 
resolution I’ and VIZ derived from an S-array. Section 5 gives a simplified expression 
for the outlier-insensitivity factor for a 2”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1 derived from 
an S-array. Section 6 discusses four open problems regarding the robustness of a BFF 
design derived from an S-array. 
2, TMDPB association schemes and their algebras 
As a generalization of the usual association scheme, an MDPB association scheme 
was introduced by Bose and Srivastava [S]. Several researchers (cf. Anderson [1], 
Anderson and Federer [2], Srivastava and Anderson [54,55], Yamamoto and Tamari 
[63], and Yamamoto, Shirakura and Kuwada [66]) have contributed to the develop- 
ment of the theory of such an MDPB association scheme. 
Let S 1, . . . , S, be p mutually disjoint non-empty finite sets of objects with 1 Si I= ni 
each, where ISI denotes the cardinality of a set S. Suppose that a relation of 
association is defined for each ordered pair of objects XiaESi and XjbESj, and that 
Xjb is called the cc-th associate of Xia for some c1 belonging to a set of association indices 
&j). As in the case of association schemes, every object is called the 0-th associate of 
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itself and 0$&i) IS assumed. The following definition is due to Yamamoto, Shirakura 
and Kuwada [66]. 
Definition 2.1. A collection of sets (S,, . . . , S,) is said to have a p sets MDPB 
(p-MDPB) association scheme if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) The relation of association is symmetric. 
(ii) With respect to any XioESi, the objects Of Sj, different from Xia, can be divided 
into riCi,j) disjoint classes and the number of objects in the cc-th associate class, 
Sj(cc; xia), say, is irc,j) for 1~ i, j < p. The numbers nCi,j) and @,j) are independent of the 
particular object xi0 chosen in Si. 
(iii) Let Si, Sj and Sk be any three sets which are not necessarily distinct. Further, let 
Xjb (ESj) be the a-th associate of Xia (ESi) and consider the sets S,(fi; Xi,) and S,(Y; Xjb). 
Then the number of objects common to S,(/?; Xia) and S,(y; Xjb) is p(i, j, a; k, /I, y), 
which depends on the pair (Xi02 Xjb) and Sk only through i, j, a, k, /3 and y. 
Note that the usual association scheme is a special case of a p-MDPB association 
scheme when p = 1. 
NowletS,={(t,...t,)(ldt,<...<t,,<m}forO,<kdm,where {tl,...,tk}isasub- 
set of { 1, . . , m). Then 1 Sli I= nk = (T). Suppose that a relation of association is defined 
among those sets such that (ti ... ~,)ES, and (t; ... $)ES, are the a-th associates if 
I1r 1, . ..>rU)n(r., ..‘> t:} 1 = min(u, 0) - CI, (2.1) 
where min(a, b) denotes the minimum value of integers a and b. If k > [m/2], we 
consider a complement, S;, say, of Sk. Thus if (ti . ..&.)ES, is the a-th associate of 
(t; ... $)ES,, then (2.1) shows that (ti ... t,) is the cc*-th associate of (tT* ... t~~U)~S~,, 
(t?... t;_,)ESC, is the cl**-th associate of (t; . ..t.), and (LT... tz_,) is the cl***-th 
associate of (t:* ... r:T,), where 
a*=min(u, m-v)--u+min(u,o)--cc, 
cc**=min(m-u,v)-u+min(u,v)-cr and 
a***=min(m-u,m-v)-m+u+u-min(u,v)+a. 
Thus without loss of generality, we may assume that O,< k< [m/2] in Sk. In this case, 
the following theorem was shown by Yamamoto, Shirakura and Kuwada [66]. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the relation of association is dejined by (2.1) among the 1+ 1 
sets {(4)), {(ri)}, . . ..{(r.... t,)>. Then a collection of these sets has an (I+ l)-MDPB 
association scheme with parameters 
7c(U’8)= 
i 
(17 . . ..u> if u=v, 
(0, 1, . . . . min(u, u)> if U#V, 
n’“, 0) = U if u=v, 
min(u, 0) + 1 if u # v, 
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u-min(u,u)+a m-u-o+min(u,u)-cc 
X 
min(u, w)-y-k )( w-min(u,w)+fl-min(u,w)+y+k 
where 1~ [m/2]. 
The scheme thus defined is called a TMDPB association scheme, which is regarded 
as a generalization of triangular series of association schemes (see Yamamoto, Fujii 
and Hamada [64]). 
The local association matrices A!*“) = II$::$11 (O<a<min(u,u),O<u,u<I)ofsize 
n, x n, are defined by 
a;::::!!,= 
1 if (t; . ..t.) is the cc-th associate of (tl . ..t.), 
0 otherwise. 
and 
Consider the n, x n, matrices A, (U,“)# (O<fi<min(u,u), OQu,ufl), 
the linear combinations of A:,“) as follows (see Shirakura and 
Yamamoto, Shirakura and Kuwada [65,66]): 
$;“L 
& 
(-1) - 
a b( U;B)( :I:)( m-“;8+b) 
x{ (mz~“)(l:-e)i’;‘~(“-~+b), 
Z;LE”,=&+J@ (“,v)~{(~)(~)(u~~~~)i 
m,=(F)-(,m,). 
which are given by 
Kuwada [52] and 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Then A!,“‘# satisfy the following properties (e.g., [66]): 
i A U-u ; ‘#=I n,r (2.7) 
p=o 
Ab”* wJ # A’ 
W,u)# =d,,AjU’# 
Y (2.8) 
rank(A~~“‘#)=~8, (2.9) 
where I, and bab denote, respectively, the identity matrix of order p and Kronecker’s 
delta. 
The ordered association matrices D, (‘3”) of order v1 are defined in such a way that 
every matrix has (I+ 1)2 submatrices IW(“‘~~) of size n, x n, in the w-th row block and 
the s-th column block for 0 <w, s < 1, and all but MC”.“)= ACUS”) are zero submatrices, 
where vl=C:,,(T). Let D, (‘*“)# be the matrices each being rckplaced the only nonzero 
submatrix Af$“) of D(“,“) LI by Af,“‘“. Then from (2.2), (2.3) and (2.7) through (2.9), we 
D’“. W) # D’“. 1’) # = 6,,~,, Db”s 0) # 
P Y 
rank(D$“““)=4P, 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
where z!;“), z:~‘~, and C$J~ are, respectively, given by (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) (e.g., [66]). 
Let 
~=[D&~“‘IO~admin(u,u), O,<u, v<l]. 
Then from (2.10) and (2.11) 
d=[Db”,“‘#IOdB~rnin(u,v), Odu, ~~11. 
The following is due to Yamamoto, Shirakura and Kuwada [66]. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) Let ~2, = [DF,“)# I/?<<u, vbl] for O<p< 1. Then -Pea is the minimal 
two-sided ideals of d, and c&‘, d, = 6,,zf4,. 
(ii) The algebra ~2 is decomposed into the direct sum of l+ 1 ideals JzZ~, i.e., 
Xz=&fzo@SS!1 @...@&l. 
(iii) Each ideal s&‘~ has DFs”‘# (/I<u, v< 1) as its bases and it is isomorphic to the 
complete (I- /? + 1) x (l- p + 1) matrix algebra with multiplicity qbB. 
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Sketch of proof. We now prove the theorem for the case 1=2. Let 
D~)‘=(~)p.i)#,...,~~,i)# ) for pdi62 and 06862 
and 
D(j)*‘=(D(j.y)#, ...,~(j.2)# 
Y y Y 
) for y<j<2 and Oby<2. 
Then it follows from (2.8) and the definition of I$‘~“‘# (b d u, v d 2; 0 d b f 2) that 
Dj;:‘D’j’*’ Y 
=Db’,$ 
where 
D’o, 0, # 
0 
D’o, 1)s 
0 
D’o. 2, # 
0 
D”,o’” 
0 
D”. I)# 
0 
D(1.2)# 
I)# 
DC&j) D’2.0’” 0 D’2, 0 Dp’,2’” 0 
if /?=y=O and i=j, 
8-Y 
= 1 
[ 
D”, I)# 
1 
D(l.2)# 
0’29 1)s 
if b=y= 1 and i=j, 
1 $2&f 1 1 
(2,2)# 
CD2 1 if fl=y=2 and i=j, 
and 0px4 denotes the p x q matrix with all zero. Thus all but the multiplicity of the 
irreducible matrix representation are obtained immediately. On the other hand, from 
(2.7), (2.13) and the definition of DF9”)#, C,“=, DFs”)” shows the principal idempotent 
of d, and it is isomorphic to I,_,. Therefore, by use of an argument similar to 
Yamamoto, Fujii and Hamada [64], we can obtain the multiplicity $a. This com- 
pletes the proof for the case I= 2. These ideas can be extended for the case of any 1. 0 
As will be seen in Sections 3 and 5, the results of this section play a very important 
role, especially, in Section 5, they will be used to obtain the diagonal elements of the 
projection matrix. 
3. ETMDPB association schemes and their algebras 
Let SP,P2(i)=((al...a,,; bl...b,,)IO<p1<i,0<p2<m-i)forafixedvalueofisuch 
that Obi<m, where (aI, . . . . aPI} and {b,, . . . . bp2} are, respectively, subsets of { 1, . . . , i} 
and (i+l, . . ..m). Then IS,,,z(i)l=(~~)(m,;i) (=nPIP2(i), say). Suppose that a relation 
of association is defined among those sets such that (al . . . a,,; bl . . . bp2)ESplP2(i) and 
(a;. . . a;1 ; b; . . . b;JES4,42 
and 
l{U 
I{b 1,...,bpZ}“{b;,...,bbZ}I=min(p,,q2)--2. 
(3.la) 
(3.lb) 
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Note that when i=O or m, (3.la, b) are reduced to (2.1). Thus we consider the case 
where l<idm-1. Let n(p,,q,;i)=min(pl,ql,i--p,,i-qq,) and n(p,,q,;m-i)= 
min(p,,q,,m-i--2,m-i-qz). Then from the properties of the TMDPB associ- 
ation scheme, the following is immediate (see Kuwada [41]). 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the relation of association is dejined by (3.la, b) among the 
(i+ l)(m-i+ 1) sets iSpIp (i)}. Then a collection of these sets has an (i+ l)(m-i+ l)- 
MDPB association scheme with parameters 
: 
{(Ol), . . ..(O(np2.q2;m-i)),(10), 
. . ..(n(pl.q,;i)n(p2,q2;m-i))} 
71(PLP2%q1q2)= 
if Pk=qk (k= 1,2), 
((OO),(Ol),...,(n(p,,ql;i)n(p2,q2;m-i))} 
ifp,fql 0~ hZq2, 
1 
(n(p,,q~;i)+~}{n(p2,q2;m-i)+1}-1 
n(PLP2rqLq2)= if Pk=qk (k= 1,2), 
(n(p,,ql;i)+l)(n(p2,q2;m--i))+l) 
if PI Zql or p2Zq2, 
n(PlPz.qlq2L_ 
( 
Pl 
I( 
i-p, - a,az 
min(pI,qI)-h ql-min(p,,q,)+aI > 
P2 
I( 
m-i-p, 
X 
min(p2,q2)-a2 q2-min(p2,q2)+a2 > 
and 
P(P1P2,4142,a1~2;rlr2,81Pz,Y1Y2)= fi P(Pk,qk,~k;rk,Bk,Yk), 
k=l 
where p(a, b, a; c, /j’, y) are given in Theorem 2.1. 
The scheme thus defined is called an ETMDPB association scheme (see 
Kuwada [41,42]). 
The local association matrices A~;~~qLq2) (i) of the ETMDPB association scheme, 
which are of size np,p2 (i) x nqIq2 (i), are defined by 
A~~~~,4142)(i)=A~,41)(i) @ AEv42)(m_i), 
where A @ B denotes the Kronecker product, and 
AhP.4’ if O<p, qQ [k/21, 
A’P;k-4, 
,Jp*q’(k) = 
mm(p,k-q)-n if 0 d p < [k/2] and [k/2] < q d k, 
A’k,- P,q) 
mm(k-p,q)-o if [k/2]<p<k and O<q<[k/2], 
AC-d-d 
OL 
if [k/2] < p, q d k. 
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Here FI$‘.~, are the local association matrices of the TMDPB association scheme given 
in Section 2. Let 
AjlP:BqZ’4142’#(~)=A~~41)#(~)~ /pp’ym_~), (3.2) 
where 
r AbP,g)# if OGp, q<CQl, 
A(p.k-_q)# 
B 
A(k-p,q’# 
P 
if 0 dp < [k/2] and WI <q d k 
if [k/2] <pd k and 0 <q d [k/21, 
I A~-p,k-g,” if [k/2]<p,q<k. 
Here Abq;,3g1g2)#(i) are of size npIp2(i) x ng,g2(i), and Ay*g’# are given by some 
linear combinations of AF.4, (see Section 2). Then it follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that 
we have 
AFsq’(k)= {A:.P’(k)}‘= ~*zbP&Q’(k)/$‘,Q’#(k) 
B 
and 
Afg’# (k) = {A, (q,P)# (k)J-‘= c* zt;,qj(k) ApTg’(k): 
a 
where the summation CT is extended over all the values of y such that 
Odydmin(p,q,k-p,k-q). Here 
I 
Zk”’ if O<p, q<[k/2], 
zbk-4 
zgq’(k) = 
pmin(p,k-q)-a if O<pd[k/2] and [k/2]<qdk, 
Z(k - p.d 
pmin(k-p,q)-or if [k/2]cpdk and O<q<[k/2], 
ZV-P.k-q) 
Ba if CkPl<p,qdk 
and 
1 Z&’ if Odp, q<Ck/21, 
zf;,q, (4 = 
z~min(P~k-g,-a if O<pd[k/2] and [k/2]<qdk, (psk-q) 
‘(k -P. d pmi”(k-p,q)-a if [k/2]<pdk and O<q<[k/2], 
1 ZKP,khl' if [k/2] < p, q < k, 
(3.3) 
where z(Bpq, and 2:; g, are given by (2.4) and (2.Q respectively. 
Now we consider the case in which O<p, +pZ, q1 +q2 <I< [m/2]. The vI x vI 
ordered association matrices D ~‘~,qlQ)(i) of the ETMDPB association scheme and 
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the matrices DEE*41q2)#(i) of order vI are defined by a method similar to the TMDPB 
association scheme. Then it follows from (2.10) through (2.14) that 
for pk < qk (k = 1,2), (3.5) 
and 
rank{Dbq’BP2’,Q1Q*)#(i)}=~8,~P2 (=d~,~~, say), 
where C#I~ are given by (2.6), 
and 
z~~~~~~bqZq2,(i)=z~~,~,b,,(i)z~~2a~q2,(m-~). 
Here ~bP,.~‘(k) and ~f;,~,(k) are given by (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. 
Let 
a(i)= [D~CP~s4142) 
G)IOGal bn(pl,ql;i), 
OdPl +p2,41 +q2GU 
Then from (3.5) and (3.6), we have 
(3.7) 
OGp,,q,,<i, 0<p2, q2<m-ii, OGPI+PZ, 41+q2GU. 
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For the rest of this section, we only consider the cases in which 1=2 and 3. 
First we consider the case 1=2. Let 
&&(i)= [D(PIP2.4142)# I 
L-D ?;P2gg1q2’# Ip1p2, q1q~=00,01r02, 10,111 if i=l, 
00 lP~Pz,4~4~=~~,~~,~~,~~,~~1 if i=m-1, 
[Dbpdp2~g1g2~#~p1p2,qlq2=O0,01,02,10,11,20] if 26idm-2, 
vanish if i=m-1, 
[Dbq’pz~glg”~~p~~~,q~q~=O1,lf] if i=m-2, 
[D~~p2~g1g2’~~p1p2,qlqz=01,02,11] if i<m-3, 
vanish if m-3<iQm-1, 
[Dby*o2)#] if i<m_4, 
vanish if i=l, 
BIO(i)= [D:pdp21g1g2’# IpIp2, q1q2=10,111 if i=2, 
[D~~P~~g1g2’#Iplpz,q1q2=10,11,20] if 36i, 
vanish if i=l or m-l, 
[D\l:,11)#] if 2<i<m_2, 
vanish if ldi63, 
[D:2~,20)#] if 4~i. 
Then the following is due to Kuwada [38]. 
Theorem 3.2. (i) The W,,,,(i) are the minimal two-sided ideals of a(i), and 
~‘B,Pz~~*Y2=68,Y1S82Y*~~,82. 
(ii) The algebra 99(i) is decomposed into the direct sum of t(i) ideals 9YPlf12(i), 
where t(i)=2 if i=l or 3 (m=4), t(i)=4 if 2<i<3 and m-3<i<m-2, r(i)=5 
if 4<i and m-3<i=$m-2 or 2<i<3 and i<m-4, and t(i)=6 if 4Q 
i<m-4. 
(iii) Each ideal &?B1s2(i) (if it exists) has DBIP2 (P1P2~g1g2’#(i) as its bases, and Boo(i), 
Bol(i), g&i), g&i), glI(i) and g&i) are, respectively, isomorphic to the 
complete 6 x 6 (or 5 x 5), 3 x 3 (or 2 x 2), 1 x 1, 3 x 3 (or 2 x 2), 1 x 1 and 1 x 1 matrix 
algebras with multiplicities 4 OO,~O~, 402, &o, 411 and $20, where &,,T~ are given by 
(3.7). 
Sketch of proof. The matrices AbqgP22,g1g2’# are expressed by the Kronecker 
product as in (3.2). Thus an argument similar to Theorem 2.2 yields the required 
results. 0 
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Next we consider the case 1= 3. Let 
B&(i)= 
,- CD bpd~~~~~*~~~~p1pz,q1q*=oo,01,02,03, lO,ll, 121 
if i= 1, 
[D~~p2~4’q2’~/p1p2,qlqz=O0,01, 10 11,20,21,30] 
if i=m- 1, 
[Dbpdp2~q’q2’#~p1p2,q~q2=O0,01,02,03, 10, 11,12,20,21] 
if i=2, 
[Dbpdp2~q’q2’#~p1p2,q~q~=O0,01,02, lO,ll, 12,20,21,30] 
if i=m-2, 
[Dbpdp2~q’q2)#~p1p2,q~q~=O0,01,02,03, 10  11 12,20,21,30] 
. 
if 3<i<m-3, 
g:,(i)= [DbqiPZ-qlQ)# I 
vanish if i=m-1, 
CDt;p2,41q2)# Ip1pz,qlq2 =ol, 11,213 if i=m-2, 
IP1Pz,41q2=OL@L 11,12,211 if i=m-3, 
CD&‘P2~q1q2)’ IpIp2,q1q2=01,02,03, 11,123 if i=l,5<m, 
[D~~p2~q1q2)#~p1p~,qlq~=01,02,03, 11, 12,211 if 2<i<m-4, 
vanish if m-3<i<m-1, 
CD~~p2,q1q2)#~p1p2,qlq2=02, 121 if i=m-4, 
[Dbp,‘p2~q’q2)#~p1p2,qlq2=02,03,12] if i<m-5, 
~!“*3(i)= 
vanish if m-5<i<m-1, 
[D~~,O3)#] if idm_6, 
if i= 1, 
CD:pdpz~qLq2~~~p1p2,qlqz= lO,ll, 121 if i=2, 
lP1P2,qlq2=10,11,12,20,211 
[D~;p2~q’q2’* Ip1p2, qlqz = 10, 11,20,21,30] 
if i=3, 
if 4<i=m- 1, 
[D~;p2~q1q2)#~p1pz,q1q2=10, 11, 12,20,21,30] if 4<i<m-2, 
vanish if i=l or m-l, 
cD:q’p2~q’q2)#IP1P2,qlq2=~1,121 if i=2, 
[D:q’p2~q’q2)#~p1p2,qlqz=11,21] if i=m-2, 
CD~~P2~q1q2~~~p1p2,qlq2=11, 12,2 1 if 3<i<m-3, 
99y2(i) = 
vanish if i=l or m-3<i$m-1, 
CD yt’12)#] if 2<i<m-4, 
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vanish if ldi<3, 
[D:pdp2,4142)#Ip1p2,qlqz=20,21] if i=4, 
CD :pdp2,q’q2)#Ip1p2,qlq2=20,21,30] if 56i, 
@Z1(i)= 
vanish if 16193 or i=m-1, 
[D$2,‘921)#] if 4<i<m_2, 
BA:O(i)= 
vanish if 1 <id5, 
[DC3~~3O)#] if 6.Q. 
Then an argument similar to Theorem 3.2 can establish the following (see Kuwada 
and Matsuura [44]). 
Theorem 3.3. (i) The LB* p,a,(i) are the minimal two-sided ideals of S?(i), and 
~kqlYZ =&JIY*&2Y2~:*flZ. 
(ii) The algebra B(i) is decomposed into the direct sum oft*(i) ideals .BFI,,(i), where 
t*(i)=3 ifi= 1 or i=5 (m=6), t(i)=4 ifi= 1 and 7<m, i=3 and m=6 or GBi=m- 1, 
t*(i)=6 if2Gi63 and m-5<i<m-4 or 4<i<5 and m-3<i<m-2, t*(i)=7 if 
2Gi63 and idm-6 or 6<i and m-3<i<m-2, t*(i)=8 if 4<i<5 and 
m-56idm-4, t*(i)=9 if 4<i<5 and i<m-6 or 6<i and m-5<i<m-4, and 
t*(i)=10 if66i<m-6. 
(iii) Each ideal gzLp2(i) (ifit exists) has DBI02 (p1P2rq1q2)# (i) as its bases, and ato( Btl (i), 
LB&(i), LBc3(i), BTo(i), ByI( B)T2(i), Bzo(i), S?gI(i) and a:,(i) are, respectively, 
isomorphic to the complete 10 x 10 (9 x 9 or 7 x 7), 6 x 6 (5 x 5 or 3 x 3), 3 x 3 (or 2 x 2), 
1 x 1, 6 x 6 (5 x 5 or 3 x 3), 3 x 3 (or 2 x 2), 1 x 1, 3 x 3 (or 2 x 2), 1 x 1 and 1 x 1 matrix 
algebras with multiplicities 4P,82. 
Note that the results of this section will be used to characterize some matrix 
belonging to the ETMDPB association algebra in the next section. 
4. Robustness of designs against unavailability of data 
Consider the usual linear model 
ExPCYU-)I=&@, Var[y(T)]=a’l,, rank(E,) = v, (4.1) 
where y(T) is a vector of N observations based on a design T, ET is the design matrix 
of size N x v, 0 is a vector of fixed unknown effects, r~’ is a constant which may or may 
not be known, and v is the number of unknown effects. The following definitions are 
due to Ghosh [21,25]. 
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Definition 4.1. A design T under (4.1) is said to be robust against the unavailability of 
any t (2 1) observations if the (N-t) x v matrix obtained from ET by omitting any 
t rows has rank v. 
Definition 4.2. A matrix is said to have the property P, if no u columns of it are 
linearly dependent. 
It is obvious from Definition 4.1 that N >v+ t. The following were given by 
Ghosh [21]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let T be a design under (4.1) with N = v + k, where k 2 t 3 1. Then T is 
robust against the unavailability of any t observations ifand only if (iff) a k x N matrix 
C with rank k and satisfying CET = Ok X ,, has the property P,. 
Proof. First we assume that the k x N matrix C has the property P,. Let 
E;.=[E;,E;]andC=[C,,C,],whereE,,E,,C,andC,areofsizetxv,(N-t)xv, 
kxt and kx(N-t), respectively. Then we have CIEl+CzEz=Okxv. Let 
Ci = [CI,, Ci2] (i = 1,2), where C1 1, Clz, Czl and Czz are, respectively, of size t x t, 
(k-t) x t, t x (N-t) and (k-t) x (N-t). Furthermore, we suppose rank(C, 1) = t. Then 
weget C,,El+C21E2=Orxv, and hence E, = -C,’ Czl E,. Thus the rows of El are 
linear combinations of the rows of E2. Therefore, the matrix Ez obtained from E, by 
omitting t rows in El has rank v. An argument is made similarly for any other set of 
t rows of E,. Hence the design T is robust. Next we assume that the design T is robust 
against missing of t observations. Then there exists a t x (N-t) matrix D satisfying 
El =DE,, i.e., [I,, -D] [E;, E;]‘=Ot.,. Thus there exists a t x k matrix U such that 
UC1 = I, and UC2 = -D, which yields rank(C, ) = t. Therefore the matrix C has the 
property P,. This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 4.1. For N = v + k, a sufficient condition for a design T to be robust against the 
unavailability of any observation is that there exists a vector C’ = (cl, . . . , cN) with ci # 0 
(i=l, . . ..N) satisfying c’ET=O:, where O,=O,.I. For k=l, the condition is also 
necessary. 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose t = 2. A design T is robust against the unavailability of any two 
observations ifs a k x N matrix 11 cij 11 has the property Pz, i.e., 
(clj,c2j> ...5 Ckj)‘#Ok for j= 1, . . . . N 
and 
(c*j>c2j, ..*> ckj)l # W(Clp, c2p . . . > cd’ forj#p,j,p=l, . . ..N. 
where w is a real constant. 
The following were obtained by Ghosh [22,25]. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let T1 be a design obtained from T by adding one more assembly (or 
treatment combination). Suppose ET, of size (N + 1) x v is the matrix corresponding to T1 
in (4.1) and E;, =[E’,;a], where a’ is the 1 xv row vector corresponding to the 
additional assembly. Then T1 is robust against the unavailability of any’ observation if 
a’=c’ET, where c’=(c1,c2, . . . . cN) with cj#O (j= 1, . . . . N). 
Theorem 4.3. The following are equivalent: 
(i) rank(E*,) = v for any (N-t) x v submatrix Et of ET; 
(ii) E*,x#ON for all x#O, and any (N-t) x v submatrix E; of E,; 
(iii) W(E,x) > t + 1 for all x # 0,; 
(iv) A (N-v) x N matrix C with rank N-v and satisfying CE,=ON_V has 
property P, , 
where W(a) denotes the number of nonzero elements in a. 
For a given design, let t,,, be the maximum value of t. Then we have 
&={ 2; W(Er+ 
(see Ghosh [25]). The value oft,,, can also be determined from the matrix C (given in 
Theorem 4.1) by observing that it has the property PtmaX but not P,,,.+ 1. However, it is 
not easy to find t,,, from the matrix C, especially when the value oft,,, is greater than 
two and N - v is large. For SrivastavaaChopra optimal designs (4<m < 8), the values 
of tin,, were obtained by Ghosh [25]. 
Remark 4.1. For To being robust against the unavailability of any t observations, 
a design T by adding T1 with N1 (3 1) assemblies to T, is also robust. 
We now consider a 2”-BFF design T of resolution 21+ 1 derived from an S-array 
with index set {&, 11r, .. . , I.,}, written SA(m; lo, AI, . . . , A,,,) for brevity (see Shirakura 
[Sl]). By use of the algebraic structure of the TMDPB association scheme given in 
Section 2, the information matrix MT based on T is given by 
I min(u.0) 
MT= i c c y,u-~,+z.D:~“) 
u=o v=o a=0 
= i c mi~,“)Ka-P,“-gDbu.“)a, 
u=o u=o p=o 
where Df2b’ and D$‘*b’# are in Section 2, 
)‘i= 2 1 t-l) j~op~o ‘(J (jyLip)Aj for OGiQ21 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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and 
(4.4) 
a=0 
Here z;; b, are in (2.4). Thus if T is a 2”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1, i.e., Mr being 
nonsingular, derived from an SA(m; &,, J.l, . . . , A,), we have 
(4.5) 
where I/ d& I/ = Ij ~~~ II- ’ (= K; I, say) being of order (/L/3 + 1). 
For T being a fractional 2” factorial design with N assemblies and containing 
a 1 x m vector with weight i (u(i)‘, say), let T( - i) be a design from T by omitting a(i)‘, 
where the weight of a (0,l) vector means the number of ones in it. Then T can be 
expressed as 
T’ = [ T( - i)‘; a(i)]. (4.6) 
Hence if the information matrix MT (= E’,E,) based on T of (4.6) is nonsingular, then 
the determinant of E>(_,,Er__,, (= M,(_,,, say) is given by 
det(Mr,-i,)= {det(Mr)) (1 --&,M,‘&}, (4.7) 
where Er(_i, and E,,,, denote, respectively, the (N- 1) x v and 1 x v design matrices 
corresponding to T(-i) and u(i)’ (e.g., Plackett [48]). Thus T is robust against the 
unavailability of any observation iff I!&, M; ’ E&, # 1, i.e., tr [M; 1 {E&, Eacij >] # 1, for 
any i such that u(i)’ is contained in T. 
For T being an S-array with Ai#O, without loss of generality, we have 
~(i)‘=(lI:06_~), where l,=GpxI and GPX4 denotes the p x q matrix with all unity. 
Thus 
E1,lj Ea(i) = 
II Fb, v; 4 II if i=O or m, 
Il~hp2,q~q2;i)lI if ldidm-1, 
where 
F(u, v; i)’ 
(- l)“+“G,,,,,,, if i=O, 
GWW if i=m 
and 
F(~,~~,41qz;i)=(-l)~~+~*G~~,~,(i)~~(~~~(i) for l<i<m-1 
Here rzPIP2(i) are in Section 3. For the rest of this section, we consider the cases I= 2 
and 3. Then it follows from Theorems 2.2, 3.2 and 3.3 that E:,,, Eafi, is isomorphic to the 
matrices K,*,(i) for 1=2 (see Kuwada [38]) and K,*,*(i) for 1= 3 (see Kuwada and 
Matsuura [44]), where 
if i=O or m, 
if l<i<m-l 
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and 
Here 
if i=O of m, 
if 1 fifm- 1. 
I (-I)‘+‘{( z)( z)r” if i=O Ico*i’“(i)= MT’ for Odu, v,<2, if i=m 
K*~bP23ql92(i)= 
vanish if pl>i, ql>i, p,>m-i or q2>m-ii, 
i 
OO,Ol, 02,10, 11 if i=l, 
for p1p2,91y2= OO,Ol, 10,11,20 if i=m-1, 
OO,Ol,OZ, 10,11,20 if 2<i<m-2, 
uO*~~“(i) = 
and 
, 112 
,>I if i=O 
for O<u,v<3 
if i=m 
vanish if pl>i, ql>i, p,>m-i or q2>m-ii, 
if Pl,41Gi, p2,q2< ,m--i 
00,01,02,03,10,11,12 if i=l, 
OO,Ol, 10, l&20,21,30 if i=m-1, 
for p1p2,41q2= OO,Ol, 02,03,10, 11, 12,20,21 if i=2, 
00, 01,02, 10, 11,12,20,21,30 if i=m-2, 
00,01,02,03,10,11,12,20,21,30 if 3,<i<m-3. 
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It follows from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 that the MT based on T being an 
SA(m; &, k,, . . . , A,) is, respectively, isomorphic to the matrices I?zis,(i) for l= 2 and 
kp*$2(i) for 1= 3, where 
and 
Note that Ezlp,(0)= K,, for 1=2, gilP2(m)=Kp, for 1=2, z?~~$~(o)=K~~ for 1=3 
and ifz,$2(m)= K,, for 1=3, where K$” are in (4.4). A connection between Iz$1$p2~q142(i) 
(or IcP,P, -**p1p2~q1qz(i)) and indices Lj of an S-array has been shown in Kuwada [41,42]. 
Here we only present connections between ico0 -*P,lPwWIz(i) for 1=2 and jz;$PWJ142(i) for 
I= 3 and ilj, since they will be used in Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. For I= 2, 
we have 
for plp2, q1 q2 = 
20 
vanish 
if i= 1, 
02 if i=m-1, 
x00 
-*PlP2~4142(j)= 
CC {Z~;q”(i)l{Zb~;q2’(m-i)}yiP,~4,1+IP1-q2~+2(a,+a,) 
a, 012 
for P~PZ, qlq2 = 
i 
OO,Ol, 10,ll if i=l or m-l, 
00,01,02,10,11,20 if 26idm-2 
and for I= 3, 
vanish 
( 20,21,30 if i= 1, 
-**PlP2.4142(~)= 
for m24142= 
Koo I 1 
02,03,12 if i=m-1, 
30 if i=2, 
03 if i=m-2, 
I 
OO,Ol, 02,03,10,11,12 if i=l, 
OO,Ol, 10, 11,20,21,30 if i=m-1, 
forp,p,,q,q,= 00,01,02,03,10,11,12,20,21 if i=2, 
oo,Ol, 02,10, 11,12,20,21,30 if i=m-2, 
00,01,02,03,10,11,12,20,21,30 if 3didm-3, 
where zdP&q)(k) and yj are, respectively, given by (3.3) and (4.3). The following is due to 
Kuwada [38]. 
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Theorem 4.4. Let T be a 2”-BFF design of resolution V derived from an 
SA(m; 20, I,, . , A,). Then T is robust against the unavailability of any observation ifs 
the following conditions are satisjed: 
tr[(K”&(i)}-’ {K,*,(i)}] # 1 for all i satisfying ~i#O. 
Proof. Since T is a 2”-BFF design of resolution V derived from an 
SA(m;&,&, . . ..L.), M;’ and Z,@,,,, belong to the ETMDPB association algebra 
as in Section 3 if Ai #O. Thus M,r {Eb,,,E,,,,} is isomorphic to {I?&(i)}-’ {K,*,(i)} if 
Ai # 0. Therefore from (4.7), T is robust against the unavailability of any observation iff 
tr [ { K”,*,(i)} - ’ {K”&,(i)}] # 1 for all i satisfying Ai # 0, which completes the proof. 0 
An approach similar to Theorem 4.4 yields the following which can be found in 
Kuwada and Matsuura [44]. 
Theorem 4.5. For T being a 2”-BFF design of resolution VII derived from an 
SA(m; &, 4, . . , A,,,}, T is robust against the unavailability of any observation iff the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
tr[{K”,*,*(i))-‘{K,*,*(i)}]#l for all i satisfying Ai#O. 
Among Srivastava-Chopra optimal designs (4 <m d 8), robust designs in the sense 
that when any single observation is missing, all unknown effects are still estimable in 
the model assumed were obtained by Ghosh [22] and Kuwada [38]. Furthermore, 
among Shirakura optimal designs (6 d m d 9), robust designs in the same sense as the 
above were obtained by Kuwada and Matsuura [44]. All optimal designs given by 
Chopra [l l-141 are S-arrays for m=9 and 10. Note that more precise tables of 
Srivastava-Chopra designs given by Chopra, Kipngeno and Ghosh [19] showed that 
a design with m = 9 and N = 49 is not an S-array. To illustrate the usefulness of the 
results in this section, we present some examples. 
Example 4.1. Consider optimal 29-BFF designs of resolution V with 46 < N < 48 and 
506 N<66, which are derived from SA(9;%,= N-45, A1 =O, &= 1, &= ... =&=O, 
&=l, &=O) for 46dN<54 except for N=49, and SA(9;&=N-54, A1=O, &=l, 
Je3= . . . = L, = 0, & = 2, & = 0) for 55 d N d 66. In this case, we have v2 = 46. Thus it 
follows from Theorem 4.4 that 
tr[{E&,(O)j-‘(K,*,(O)}]=l/(N-45) for 47dN648 and 506NG54, 
tr[{l?_&(0)}-1{K,*,(O)}]=l/(N-54) for 55dNd66, 
trCIK;,(2))-’ ~~~,(411= 1 for 47<Ng48 and 50<N<66, 
trC{@,(8)}-’ {G,(8))1= 1 for 47<N<48 and 50<N<54, 
trC{@&(8))-’ {K%8)11= l/2 for 55dNd66. 
Therefore all 29-BFF designs of resolution V given above (except for N = 49) are not 
robust against the unavailability of any single observation. 
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Example 4.2. Consider optimal 21°-BFF designs of resolution V with 56 <N 6 76, 
whicharederivedfromSA(10;~,=N-55,~,=0,;1,=1,~,=~~~=II,=0,~,=1,~,,=0) 
for 56<N<66, and SA(lO;;lo=N-65, il=O, &=l, /13=...=&=0, &=2, AlO=O) 
for 67 <N d 76. In this case, v2 = 56. Thus it follows from Theorem 4.4 that 
tr[~~~~(O)~~~~K~~(0)~]=1/(N-55) for 57dN~66, 
tr[{~~,(0)}~‘{K&,(0)}]=1/(N-65) for 67dN<76, 
trCf~,*,(2))-‘{~,*,(2)}1=1 for 57dN,<76, 
trC{~,*,(9)}-‘(K~,(9)}1=1 for 57GNd66, 
trC{Q,P)}-’ {G,(9))1= l/2 for 67<N<76. 
Therefore all 21°-BFF designs of resolution V given above are not robust against the 
unavailability of any single observation. 
5. Outlier-insensitivity factors of resolution 21+ 1 plans 
As a measure of sensitivity in the sense that a design should be insensitive to 
wild observations, Box and Draper [6] introduced the sum of squares of diagonal 
elements of the projection matrix, when the number of observations and the number 
of unknown effects in the model assumed are both fixed. The predicted value of 
y(T) in (4.1) is $(T)=Ry(T), where R=ET(E;ET)-‘Eh being known as the 
projection matrix. Suppose that the u-th observation in y(T) is an outlier in 
the sense that an unknown aberration c, a fixed constant, is added to it. We denote 
the resulting observation vector as y*(T) and the corresponding predicted 
value as i*(T)= Ry*(T). Then the quantity d,= {G*(T)-$(7’))’ {i*(T)-3(T)} 
is a measure of overall discrepancy caused by the effect of c on the u-th observa- 
tion, and it is equal to c2rU,,, where r,,,, is the u-th diagonal element of R. 
Clearly 
(5.1) 
because of the idempotency of R. A design is said to be insensitive with respect to 
outliers if the d, (u = 1, . . , N) are as small as possible. Since Cd, is fixed as in (5.1), this 
means that the d, are as uniformly as possible for a design insensitive to outliers. 
When N and v are both fixed, the Box-Draper measure of insensitivity of the design in 
the sense that the variance, I,“= 1 (d, - if)2/N, of d, is minimum, is 
N 
r= 1 r& 
u=l 
The small value of r may indicate insensitivity to outliers. It follows that 
r>v’jN. 
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Ghosh and Kipngeno [28] defined the ‘outlier-insensitivity factor’, E, say, by 
E = 100 x v2/(Nr). 
Note that under (4. l), for an orthogonal design or saturated design (i.e., N = v), we 
have E = 100. 
For the rest of this section, we only consider a 2”-BFF design of resolution 
21+ 1 derived from an SA(m; A,, AI, . . , Am), where l< [m/2]. Under (4.1), the expected 
value of an observation associated with an assembly (aI, . . . , a,) with a,=0 or 1 is 
given by 
&CY(Ul, ...> 41= c d,,(bl)...d,_(b,)O(bl, .. ..bJ. (5.2) 
b,,....b, 
where the summation is extended over all binary numbers (b,, . . . , b,) with b,=O 
or 1 such that OdbI+...+b,dl, and 
d,(O)=d,(O)=d,(l)= 1 and d,(l)= - 1. (5.3) 
Notethatwhenb,+...+b,=k(k=O,l,..., I), O(6,) is called the k-factor interaction, 
where b”=(b,, . . . . b,). For T being an SA(m; &,, AI, .,. , A,,,), T can be expressed as 
T=~~l,i~Ti~~ifli>,1(i=O,l,...,m),whereT~arethe(0,1)matricesofsize(~)xm 
whose rows denote all distinct vectors with weight i. Let Ei( j ) be the submatrices of 
E, corresponding, respectively, to Ti and @(bj). Then it follows from (2.1), (5.2) and 
(5.3) that for O<j<l 
min(i,j,m-i) 
)= 1 l)j-min(i,j)+aA(i,j) 
a=0 
for O<idm 
= 
i 
min (i, j) 
.zo (_ l)j-min(i,j)+uA(i.jl 
a for O<i<[m/2], 
(5.4) 
min(m-i, j) 
.To (_l)min(m-i,j)-aA(m-i,j) for [m/2]<i<m. 
a 
Thus relations (2.2) and (5.4) yield the following (see Kuwada [40]). 
Lemma 5.1. 
min (i, j) 
1 h$,j)A;.j)# for O<i<[m/2] and O<j<l. 
Ei(j I= 
p=o 
min(m-i,j) 
C h*~-i.j)A~-Lj)# for [m/2]<i<m and O<j<l. 
p=o 
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where 
x { Ig(-1/2)b( /$fb)( m-ihP+h)} if O<iij<[m/21, 
h”j’= 2j{(m;~;P)/(~_P)]‘” 
and h*p-‘,j) are given by replacing i in hi,j’ by m-i. 
Let M,,. be the submatrices of MT corresponding to respective (O(b,)j and 
{O(b,)}. Then it follows from (4.2) that 
min Cu. 0) 
Mu,,= 1 Y,“-u,+*n@~u) 
a=0 
min (u, 0) 
= c K~-~'"-~A~-")# for O<u,v<l, 
/I=0 
where connections between yi and Aj, and K:’ and yi are, respectively, given by (4.3) 
and (4.4). If MT is nonsingular, then from (4.5), submatrices M z, v of MT l are expressed 
by 
min Cu. 0) 
M&= c ~fl_~,~,_~Alfl~‘)# for O,<u,v<l, 
p=o 
Hence the following is immediate (see [40]). 
Lemma 5.2. The diagonal matrices Rii of R corresponding to Ti can be expressed as 
Rii= 
if 0 < i < [m/2], 
if [m/2] < i < m. 
Since A$‘)=IC,, for O<i<m, the coefficients of A!,‘) in Ap*‘)# are given by 
(5.5) 
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Therefore, it follows from Lemma 5.2 and (5.5) that the diagonal elements rii of Rii are 
given by 
if 0 d i G [m/2], 
if [m/2] < if m. 
In this case, we can get the following which is due to Kuwada [40]. 
Lemma 5.3. For T being an SA(m; do, Ii, . . . , A,), under the model (4.1), r is given by 
m 
r= ii 
c(j i=O 
T (rii12, 
where rii are US in (5.6). 
Proof. For T being an SA(m; E,,, 2i, . . . , A,), there are li times Ei in ET, where Ei is 
a (T) x v1 submatrix of ET corresponding to Ti, i.e., E,= (( lni 0 Ei (( if Ai>, 1. Thus 
there exist ni( T) times rii in Rii, which shows the result. 0 
Lemma 5.3 yields the following immediately (see [40]). 
Theorem 5.1. Let T be an SA(m; Ao, A1, . . . . A,,,),. Then under the model (4.1), the 
outlier-insensitivity factor E is given by 
E = 100 x (v,)‘/(Nr), 
where r is as in Lemma 5.3. 
The values of the outlier-insensitivity factor E for Srivastava-Chopra optimal 
designs (4 < m G 8) were presented by Ghosh and Kipngeno [28], and these values for 
Shirakura optimal designs (6 <m &9) have also been given by Kuwada [40]. For m = 9 
and 10, all optimal 2”-BFF designs of resolution I/ given by Chopra [l l-141 are 
S-arrays except for m=9 and N =49 (see Example 4.1). The values of E for optimal 
2”-BFF designs of resolution V with 46 <N <48, 50 Q N < 66 for m = 9 and 
56 d N < 76 for m = 10 are greater than 79, and the values are greater than 85 for most 
of the designs (see [43]). We, therefore, conclude that the sensitivity of the Chopra 
designs given above are low. 
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Most of the results described in this review are concerned with the algebraic 
structure of the TMDPB and ETMDPB association schemes. In this sense, if 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are generalized to the case of a 2”-BFF design of resolution 
2/+ 1, we may obtain the results similar to Theorems 4.4 and 4.5. Thus the following 
problem has very close relation to a generalization of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
Problem 6.1. By use of the algebraic structure of the ETMDPB association scheme, 
generalize Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 to the case of a 2”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1 
derived from an S-array. 
A connection between a B-array of strength 21, size N, m constraints, s levels and 
index set {piOi, ...i,_ 1 IO < ik (0 <k < s - l), 1:: i ik = 21) and an s”-BFF design of resolu- 
tion 21+ 1 was obtained by Kuwada and Nishii [45]. Especially, when s = 3 and 1= 2, 
see Kuwada [35]. By use of the algebraic structure of the multidimensional relation- 
ship (MDR), Kuwada [34,36] and Kuwada and Nishii [46] have obtained the 
characteristic polynomial of the information matrix of a 3”-BFF design of resolution 
V and an s”-BFF design of resolution Vp,q, especially when p = q = s - 1, of resolution 
V, respectively. The inversion of the information matrix of a 3”-BFF design of 
resolution V was obtained by Srivastava and Ariyaratna [56]. The MDR is a general- 
ization of a relationship whose concept was first introduced by James [32] in an 
experimental design. The algebraic structure of the MDR considered in 
[34-36,45,46] is completely studied for the case of an s”-BFF design of resolution V. 
Thus the following problem may be manageable in the theoretical sense. However the 
calculation may not be easily made. 
Problem 6.2. By use of the algebraic structure of the MDR, generalize Theorems 4.4 
and 4.5 to the case of an s”-BFF design of resolution I/ derived from an S-array. 
On the other hand, the algebraic structure of the MDR has never been studied even 
for the case of a 3”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1. If we can obtain the algebraic 
structure of the MDR for a 3”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1, it is very easy to 
generalize to the case of an s”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1. Because the properties 
of the MDR for sm series can be obtained by a parallel argument on the case of 3” 
series (cf. [45,46]). In Theorem 5.1, the outlier-insensitivity factor was obtained by use 
of the algebraic properties of the TMDPB association scheme, which are completely 
studied for the case of a 2”-BFF design of resolution 21+ 1 as in Section 2. Thus the 
following have a close relation to a generalization of Theorem 4.4 of Kuwada [34] (or 
Theorem 5.1 of Kuwada [36]). 
Problem 6.3. For T being an s”-BFF design of resolution V derived from an S-array, 
obtained the outlier-insensitivity factor E as in Theorem 5.1. 
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Problem 6.4. Evaluate the values of E for optimal 3”-BFF designs of resolution 
V derived from S-arrays (see Kuwada [34] and Ariyaratna [4]). 
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